The proof of such cases must always depend on other than medical evidence.
A few bodies seem to have been burnt with a. view to conceal the true cause of death and pass the cases off as accidents.
The Jaunpur case given above may have been of this nature. In another at Dehra Ghazi Khan, a man who had been killed by three blows on the head and face from an axe or some such weapon, was found with " the penis charred to a cinder, the scrotum, front of thighs, lower part of abdomen and back of both legs and arms scorched." Surgeon A. Stephen, M.B., reported that the fire seemed to have been applied after death. Th? result is not given. A woman was found at Nator, in August 1872, burnt almost to a cinder, most of the bone# being bare and charred. " A piece of cloth, shaped like a gag, was in the cavity of the mouth," and an opinion was given that death was caused either by suffocation or burning. The result is not stated, but the former supposition was probably the correct one.
The best example of this practice however comes from Durjeeling, and is reported by Surgeon-Major T.
Duka, M.D. An old woman and a child were murdered in a lonely lint by blows with a kukri, and the hut was then set on fire. The case was universally regarded as accidental, but the charred bodies were sent in pro forma to the Civil Surgeon. He was able to point out that the woman (whose body was a charred mass, 33 inches in length) had received at least five distinct cuts, and to indicate the position in which she was when struck. Two Bhutins were arrested, one of whom turned Queen's evidence: the other was sent to the sessions charged with murder. The case is detailed in the Indian Medical Gazette for February 1873, and is worth studying. In 60 instances children from 9 to 13 years of ago were reported as "accustomed to intercourse," a?d in a large number (41) of these, no definite opinion could be given as to whether rape had been perpetrated or not. Two or three were proved to be, and several others may have been, false cases, but several others were filed for want of (medical ? ) proof, although the magistrates believed them to be true ones. In a few circumstantial evidence sufficed when medical was wanting. In all such cases the opinion given should be very carefully weighed and guarded. Rape may have been committed though no sign is left; and the case will hang on other evidence. If, however, a medical officer reports that no signs of rape were found on a given woman or girl, without adding that this does not prove her statement false, the case is practically over, and, however true her plaint may be, she has little chance of a hearing, the rule appearing to be that unless the collateral evidence happens to be strong such cases are not gone on with by the police.
In May 1871 a poor little creature, aged 10, was examined by the Civil Surgeon of Mirzapur. There were no marks of violence on the genitals or elsewhere, but she was accustomed to intercourse, had lost every sign of virginity, and was suffering from gonorrhoea. No opinion was given as to her having been raped, and the case was dismissed. The day after, another child, aged nine, was examined. , She also presented no marks of violence, and the signs of her maidenhood "appeared to have been absent for sometime." The circumstances of the cases aro not given, but the defendant in the second one was "convicted." An unfortunate widow at Benares was 12 years old, but had not arrived at puberty, though she had cohabited with her husband from the age of 10! The hymen was absent, the vagina dilated, and she had leucorrhcea, but there were no marks of violence to give medical indications of rape. 
